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Moduli Spaces of Harmonie and Holomorphie Mappings

and Diophantine Geometry

Toshilri Miyano and Junjiro Noguchi*)

Introdnction. In this paper we first show some new results on the strueture of the moduli

space of harmonie (resp. holomorphie) mappings into a Riemannian (resp. Kä.h1er) manifold with

non-positive seetional eurvature, and then, applying these results, give a survey on recent

developments in the theory of Diophantine geometry. Let N be a eompact analytie Riemannian

manifold with non-positive sectional curvatures and M a compact Riemannian manifold. \Ve

denote by Harm (M, N) the spaee of all harmonie mappings of M into N endowed with

compact--<lpen topology, which is called the moduli spaee 0/ harmonie mappings

of M ioto N. Let /: M ---.. lV be a smooth mapping and put

Harm(M, N; j) = {g ~ Harm(M, N), 9 N j(homotopic)} .

Then Schoen-Yau [SY] proved that Harm(M, N; f) carries a strueture cf a compact

. ~emannian manifold such that the evaluation mapping

~lp : 9 ~ Harm(M, N; f)~ 9 (p) ~ N
... "" - ~

, ..... ~ ...~I

, ,;1:~ t

with an arbitrarily fixed point p e. M is an isometrie immersion onto a totally geodesic

submanifold of N (see also [52J for the case of loeally symmetrie N). We put

)( = Harm(M, N; f) and consider X as a domain and M as a parameter space. That is, we put

Y = Harm(X, N; q.l ),,p

<fl2 : (x, y) e. X x Y ---.. y(x) e. iV .

These Y and ~2(x, . ) have properties similar to X and ~lp' Naturally, we have a smooth

mapping p e. M --.-.. ~lp e. Y and the following commutative diagram:

*) The second authar stayed at Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn during the
preparation of this paper. He expresses bis sincere gratitude far the hospitality of the
institute.
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Dur first theorem is

Theorem (1.14). Assume that the groups 0/ isometries 0/ X and Y are finite (in partieular, the

Rieei curvature 0/ N is negative, dim X ~ 2, anti. dim Y ~ 2) . Then the seeond evaluation
mappzng

~2 : (x, y) E. X)( Y ---+ Y (x) E. N

is an immersion onto a totally geodesie submanifold of N and the pull-baeked metric by «1»2 19

isometrie to the product metric on X)( Y.

In the complex category, we deal with the case where N is not necessarily compact, hut a

complete Kähler manifold such that the (Riemannian) sectional curvatures are non-positive and

the holomorphic sectional curvatures are bounded from· above by a negative constant. Moreover,

we assume that N is a Zariski open subset of a complex projective variety N such that N is

hyperbolically imbedded into N. Let M be a Zariski open subset of a compact Kähler manifold

XI . We denote by Hol(M, N) the moduli space of all holomorphic mappings of M into N

endowed with compact~pen topology. Ey [N3J Hol(M, N) has a structure of a Zariski open

subset of a compact complex space, and non-singular. Let XC Hol(M, N) be a connected

component and put

(~l : (x, p) e. X x M ---+ x (p) E. N .

Let Y CHol( X, N) be the connected component containing ep 1( · , p)(p e. M) . Then we have

Theorem (2.15). The second evaluation mapping

~2 : (x, y) e. X)( Y ---+ y(x) e. N

is a proper holomorphic immersion onto a complez totaUy geodesie submanifold 0/ N, and the

pull-backed metric by -1»2 is isometrie to the product metric on .X. x Y.



It is the most important and interesting tase when N is a quotient r \ D of a bounded

symmetrie domain D by an arithmetie diserete subgroup r of the holomorphie automorphism

group Aut(D).

In the course of the proof of the above theorem we show

Theorem (2.4:). Let S be a complete hyperbolic manifold such that S is a Zariski open subset 01 a

compact complex space Band S is hyperbolicaUy imbedded into "S. Then Aut(S) i3 a finite
gro'Up.

The first and the second sections are devoted to the proof of the above results, and to the

preparations for the latter seetions.

In § 3 we diseuss the higher dimensional Mordel1's conjecture over function fields and related

topics. In § 4 we deal with the Parshin-Arakelöv-type" theorems for curves, Abelian varieties and

K3-surfaces . We will give a new proof to the Parshin-Arakelov theorem for eurves, based on our

results.
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§ 1. Moduli space of harmonie mappings

*Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds and TM (resp. T M) denote the tangent (resp.

cotangent) bundle over M. Let I: M ---t N be a C(I)-mapping. The energy functional E(f) is

defined hy



We call f a harmonie mapping if for any smooth family ft : M --+ N, - 1 ~ t 5 I, of

C (J)-mappings such that 10 = f on M and f = ft , - 1 ~ t ~ 1 , outside a compact subset

KCM,

It is known that f is harmonie if and only if

(1.1)
* -1

trace™8f TNVd/=O,

* -1 *
where T M8 f TN V is the Riemannian connection of T M~ 1-1 TN induced from those on

TM and TN.

If /: M --+ N is an immersion and if f 0 c: [a, b] --+ N are geodesie for all geodesie

curves c: [a, b] --+ M with [a, b] ( IR ,then f is called a totally geodesie immersion; an

immersion I is totally geodesie if and only if

(1.2)
* -1

T M8 I TNV dl= 0 .

Hence a totally geodesie immersion is harmonie. \Ve recall the following theorem due to
Schoen-Yau [SY, p. 371] , which will playa key role.

(1.3) Theorem. Assume the following condition.s:

a) M is complete and has a finite volume;

b) N is complete and has non-positive sectional curvature.

Let J, 9 : M ----+ lY be harmonie mappings with finite energies which are mutually homotopic by

H: [0, 1] x M ----+ N with H(O, · ) = f anti H{1, · ) = 9 . Then there exists aI-parameter

family F( t, p) = ft(p) J t E. [0, 1] 01 hannonic mappings It : M ----+ N with 10 =f anti /1 = 9

such that

i) the homotopy F( t, · ) is equivalent to H( t, · ) ,
ii) for any p E. M J the curtle {It(p); t E. [0, 1] } is a geodesie with con.stant speed

independent 0/ p E. M ,

iii) the section p E. M ---; F.( (a/8t)( t,p)) E. ft-1 TN ja paralleL

Moreover, we abtain the following Lemma from the proof of the above theorem ([SY, p.
370] ).

(1.4) Lemma. Let the notation be as in Theorem (1.3). Then ft*( v) is parallel along the geodesie

{ftp); t E. [0, I]} for all p E. M and v E. TpM.



(1.5) Corollary. Let J, 9 : M -----t N be as in Theorem (1.3). Then / is an immersion (re!p.

isometrie immer!wn) ij so is g.

The proof ia clear.

(1.6) Proposition. Let M be a eompaet Riemannian manifold, lV a eompaet analytie Riemannian
manifold with non-positive seetional eUnJatures, and I: M ---+ lV a totaUy geode3ie immersion.

Then every harmonie mapping /rom M to N ·whieh is homotopic to / is a totaily geodesie

immersion.

Proo{ Put X = Harm(M, N; I) and let ~1: (9, p) E. X x M -----t g(p) E. N be the evaluation

mapping. We endow with X the pull-backed Riemannian metric by ~1(. , p) . We show that

the image of any geodesie in lJ by any 9 E. X is a geodesie in N. Let e: t E. [0, E] ---+ c( t) E.

lvf(e > 0) be a geodesie in M. Then 10 e: [0, e] ---+ N is a geodesie in N. We mayassume

that 11 (/ 0 C)*( B/ Bt) 11 = 1 and c: < Inj(N) /2 , where Inj(N) is the injeetive radius of N . Note

that ~1(- J c(O)) and ~l (. ,c(e)) are isometrie immersions !rom X onto totally geodesie

submanifolds of N. Therefore they are harmonie and ~1 (- ,c(t)) gives a homotopy between

them. Deforming ~1(. , c( t)) , we have by Theorem (1.3) al-parameter family

ns : ...Y---+ N, O:S s :S 1

of harmonie mappings with 00 = <I- 1(. ,c(O)) and n1 = <I- 1(. J c(c:)) . Moreover, for any

9 E. X , the curve {n ig); s E. [0, 1]} is a geodesie with eonstant speed, independent of g. Sinee

{ns(f); SE. [0, IJ} is a geodesic which coincides with {~l(h c(t)); tE. [0, e]} J we change the

parameter S of n so that
S

(1.8)
[

nt(f) = ~l(/, c(t)), 0 :S t ~ e 1

Qo = <P 1 (- ,c(O)), fle = ~1(-' c(e)).

By Lemma (1.4) we see that {<P 1(g, c( t) ); 0 ~ t ~ e} is a curve with arclength parametrization.

Therefore we have

(1.9)

Using Theorem (1.3) again, we see that dtl.4!l(h, c(t)), flt(h)) is a constant (~2e) in hE. X.

for allt . Renee {~l (9, c( t)); 0 :5 t :5 e} is a geodesie. Q.E.D.



Let f: M ---+ N be as in ProjX>sition (1.6), X = Harm(M, Ni f) and

(~1 : (g, p) E. X )( M --+ i,.p) E. N .

We endow X with the pull-backed Riemannian metric by cl'1(. , p) . Then we have the natural

mapping p e. M --+ cl' 1(. , p) E. Harm(X, N) . Put

Y = Harm(X, N; cl'1(. , p)) ,

~2 : (9, y) €. X)( Y-----+ y(g) E. lV .

We endow Y with the pull-backed Riemannian metric by ~2(91 .) .

(1.10) Corollary. For any y E. Y

~2(· , y) : 9 E. X -----+ y(g) E. N

is a totaUy geodesie isometrie immersion.

This immediately follows from Corollary (1.5) and Proposition (1.6). By the construction we

see also that

(1.11) for any vg E. Tg)( (resp. vy E. TyY) the section z E. Y--+ d~2(g, z)(v~ E.

q)2(g, · )-1 TN (resp. x E. X ----. d~2(X, y)( Vy) E. ~2(· , y)-1 TN) is parallel.

We denote by Is(X) the group of all isometries of ..:r.

(1.12) Lemma.. Let «P 2 : X x Y ---+ N be as above.

(i) If Is(X) or Is( Y) is finite, then 4J2 is an immersion.

(ii) If Is(X) and Is( Y) are finite, then the pull-baeked metrie on .X)( Y by ~2 ~ the
product metric 0/ those on J"{ and Y.

Proo{ (i) Note that (~2(· J y) and ~2(X,·) are totally geodesie isometrie immersions for

y E. Y and x E. J"{ • Suppose that ~2 is not an immersion. Then there are non-zero vectors

v E. T X and v E. T Y such that dib2(g, y)(v + v ) = 0 J so that
9 9 Y Y 9 1)'

(1.13)

Now, consider the vector field {dib2(x, y)(vy); z E. X} in ~2(· , y)-l TN . It follows !rom (1.11)

and (1.13) that dq.2(X, Y)( vy) is paralled and tangent to the image ib2(X, y) . Therefore we have



a non-zero parallel vector field on X, which generates a I-parameter subgroup of Ia(X) . In the

same way, we have a I-parameter subgronp of Is( Y) . Hence, if one of Is(X) and Is( Y) ia

fini te, «I»2 is an immersion.

(ii) Take an ar.bitrary Vx E. Tz X . Then by (1.11), y E. Y --+ dq.2(Z, Y)( v:d ia parallel.

Suppose that d<P2(z, y)(Vd is not perpendicular to ~2(X, Y) at some YO E. Y . Then

dq»2(x, y)(vx) are not perpendicular to ~2(X, Y) at all y E. Y. Let uy denote the orthogonal

projection of d«I»2(X, y)( vx) to Tq.2(z, y) in TN. We get a parallel vector field on Y, which

generates aI-parameter subgroup of Is( Y) . Therefore we obtain our assertion. Q.E.D.

(1.14) Theorem. Let <P2 : X x Y----t iV be as above. Assume that Is(X) and Is( Y) are finite

(espeeially, the Rieei curvature 0/ N is negative, dim X ~ 2 J and dim Y ~ 2) . Then <P2 is a

totally geodesie isometrie immersion into N.

Proof. It remains to show that

EV -dq.2 = 0 ,

where E = T*(X)( Y) ~ q.21TN with the naturally induced metric and connection EV. Put

r = dim X, s =dim Y, n = dim lV .

Take an arbitrary point (x, y) E. X)( Y . Let (xl, ... ,xr) (resp. (y1, ... , yS)) be a local

coordinate system around x (resp. y). Since ~2 is an immersion, we can take a Iocal coordinate

system (w1
, ... ,wn) around q. 2( X, y) such that

( 1 n 1 s) (1 n 1 S )<P2 z , ... , x , y , ... ,Y = x , ... , x , y , ... , y , 0, ... ,0 .

We use indices as folIows.

i, j, k = 1, , r,

J.L, v, T = 1, , s ,

(}, ß, 1 = 1, , n .

Put <p = «I»2(z, .) : Y ----t N. Then <p is a totally geodesie immersion, so that

* -1
T Y~ <p TNV dr.p :: 0 ; in terms of local coordinates,



where YrT (resp. NrOß ) are Christoffel symbols of Y (resp. N) and Einstein's summation
JW l'

, convention is used. Note that

acpO = aa
8yJ1 r+J.' .

Thus we have

Sinee ~2 is isometrie, we have

(1.15)
[

XXYk Nkr J1lI(x,y) = r r+JL r+v(Y{x)) = 0 1

X x YrT (x ) = Nrr+T (... I x)) = YrT ( )
J1lI ,Y r+p, r+v Y\. J1lI Y

In the same way 1 we 0 btain

(1.16)

The section x' E. ••:'( ----.. d<I»2(x ' 1 y)( al alf) E. ~2( · 1 y)-1 TN is parallel by (1.11), and hence

It follows that

On the other hand



Therefore

TNV [ 8 ] = O.
8 8wr+fJ

8w'" y(x)

We get

(1.17)

and so

[

X)( Yr~ (x) = lVr~ (y(x)) = 0 ,
tJ1. t r+#

(1.18)
X)( Yr ,,:, (x) = lVr~+ 1" (y(x)) = 0 .

ZJ1. ", r +JL

Ey the choices of Ioeal coordinate systems, we have

(1.19)

By making use of (1.15) - (1.19); we compute EV d~2 at (x, y) . The d,xi ~ dd ~ ~21( BIOwO:)

component of EVd~2 at (x, y) is a.s folIows:

4r)( Y k M~ .x)( Y M~
r -tJ{x,y) --,: - r":' (x,y) - +

~ 8x~ tJ 8y1"

Here one reminds that ~2(· J y) is tota.lly geodesie. In the same way as above, we see that

d1f '8 dyll (!J 4!"21( 81 8wO:) component of EV d~2 at (x, y) vanishes. The cross-term,

d,xi (!J d:(' (!J 4!"21( IJI 8wC1.) component of Evd~2 at (x, y) is computed as folIows:

.x)( Y k M~ X)( Y a~~
r. (x, y) ---y; - r~ (x,y) - +

1# 8x" 1j1. 8y1"



(2.2) Rem.ark. Let lf be a compactification of M such thai DM = tt - M is a hypersurface

with only normal crossings. Then Hol(M, N) is imbedded into Hol(.x?, N) by holomorphic

extension so thai the closure Bol{M, N) in HOl(ff, N) is a compact complex space and

Hol(M, N) is a Zariski open subset of Bol{M, N) . The above evaluation mapping ~l extends to

a holomorphic mapping from Bol{M, N) x Xl into N.

For f E. Hol(M, N) we set

rank 1= sup{dim M - dimp f-lf(p)j pE. M} ,

Hol( k; M, N) = {I E. Hal(M, N)i rank f = k} .

The nation, rank f , is similarly defined for holomorphic mappings between complex spaces. We

give some general fact:

(2.3) Proposition. Let Y1 and Y2 be compact complez spaces with redueed structure. Then

Hol(k, Yl' Y2) are open and closed in Hol( Yl' Y2) for aU k.

The proof is quite elemeotary (see [N3, Lemma. (2.. 17}]).

(2.4) Theorem. Let N be aa in Theorem {2.1}. Assume that lV is non-singular. Then the group

Aut(N) 0/holamorphie automorphisms 0/ N is finite.

Remark. In the case where lV is compact, this was obtained by Kobayashi ([Kl' p. 70]).

Proof. Let f{ be a compactification of N such. that f{ - lY is a hypersurface with oo1y normal

crossings. Put n = dim N . Ey Remark (2.2) we see that Hol(n; N, N) ia imbedded ioto

Hol( n; '11, N) and the closure Bol{ nj lV, N) io Hol(~, N) is a compact complex space. We first

claim that Hol( nj N, N) is compact in Hol( 'Ir, N) . Let Iv E. Hol(nj N, N), v = 1, 2, ... , be any

sequence. Since Hol(N, N) is relatively compact in HoI('ll, N) , we mayassume that the

extended mapping lv E. Hol(~, N) converges to 1E. HOl('Ir, N) . Since rank lv = n J rank 1= n

by Proposition (2.3). Thus the image ]('11) contains a non--empty open subset. Take a point

Po E. N such that 7(po) = qo E. N. For an arbitrary point p E. N we have

fJp) = lv(p) --+ ](p) (v~ (1)) ,



·Since Iv(PO)~ qo and N is complete hyperbolic, IJp) stay in a compact subset of N.

Therefore we have thai 7(p) E. N . The restriction f =71 N belongs to Hol( n; N, N) and is the

limit of lVIII = 1, 2, ... . Put

x = {I E. Hol( n; N, N) i 7(h - N) CN - N} .

Then X is an analytic subset of Hol( n; N, N) . Since N is measure-hyperbolic (cf. [K1'

Chapter IX]) and its total measure is positive and finite, we easily see that deg 7= 1 for all

fE. Hol( n; N, N) . Let I E. X . Then the inverse 7-1
: N~ 'll of ]: J!.r~ N is meromorphic

and satisfies

Since lV is complete hyperbolic, 9 must be holomorphic (see [K1, p. 90]), so that 9 = 1-1 .
Therefore X = Aut(N) and it follows that Aut(N) is a compact complex Lie group. Since N is

hyperbolic, there is no I-parameter subgroup of Aut(N) . Thus Aut(N) is finite.

Q.E.D.

In the rest of this section we assume the following conditions for N:

(2.5) (i) lV is a complete Kä.hler manifold with non-positive (Riemannian) sectional

eurvatures and with negative holomorphic sectional curvatures bounded away

!rom 0,

(ii) lV is quasi-projective algebraic and carries a projective compactification N

such that N is hyperbolieally imbedded into N.

(2.6) Remark. It follows from (2.5), (i) that N is complete hyperbolic; moreover, there is a

constant C > 0 such that

~ Ii( v, v) :5 C FMv), V E. TN,

where h denotes Kähler metrie on N and F1V the infinitesimal Kobayashi metrie. Therefore we

have



Now, let M be a compaet Kähler manifold and M a Zariski open Bubset of M.

(2.7) Lemma Let M be as above. Then there is a complete Kähler metric 9 on M with finite

volume such that

where Cl > 0 is a constant.

Proof. Take a modification lrt ---+ P with center contained in ];1- M so that Xl ia Kähler

and Xl- M is a hypersurface with only simple normal croasings. Then as in the proof of

Proposition (6.2) of [GK] 1 one can construct such ametrie g. Q.E.D.

By Theorem (2.1) we see that Hol(M, N) carries a structure of a Zariski open subset of a

compact complex space, so that

(2.8) Hol(M, N) is locally arcwise ccnnected.

We endow M with a Kähler metric in Lemma (2.7). The choices of the metrics on M and N,

*and the decreasing principle f FN $. FM for f €. Hol(M, N) imply that

(2.9)

Sinee M and N are Kähler1

(2.10)

E(f) < (1) for all f.e. Hol(M, N) .

all fE. Hol(M, N) are harmonie.

By making use of Theorem (1.3), we have the following lemma (cf. [N3, p. 29] ):

(2.11) Lemma. Let f: M --+ N be a hannonic mapping, homotopic to a holomorphic mapping

from M into N. Then f is holomorphic, toD.

Remark. In the case where M ia eompact, this lemma holds without the assumption cf

non-positive curvatures on lV, and is called the Lichnerowicz theorem. In the present case, we

have to use that curvature assumption to. get some estimate on the boundary behavior of the

homotopy between f and the holomorphic mapping.

'Even though the global injectivity radius of lV ia zero, by maJring use of (2.8), (2.9) and

Lemma (2.11), we ean apply the arguments of Schoen-Yau [SV, p. 372J to infer that the

evaluation mapping cl'1 : Hol(M, N) x M ---+ N has the following properties:



(2.12) Theorem. i) For an arbitrary point p e. M , the holomorphic mapping q.l(·' p) :

/ e. Hol(M, N) --+ I{p) e. N is a proper immer.!ion onto a complex totaUy geodesie submanifold 0/
N.

*ii) The pull backed metric ~1(' } p) hisindependent 01 p .

Thus, Hol(M, N) is non-singular. We take a connected component X cf Hol(M, N) . We

may assume that lJM = 1J-lvi is a hypersurface with only normal corssings. Then we have the

natural imbedding

f tS Hol(M, N) ---+ 7e. Hol(M, N)

which is an into-homeomorphism (cf. [N3, Theorem (1.19)]). Let X denote the closnre of X in

Hol(M, N) . By Remark (2.2) ~(. ,p)(p e. M) naturally extends to a holomorphic mapping

Cf(· , p) : X ---+ N .

(2.13) Lemma i) X is complete hyperbolic and hyperholically imbedded into X.

ii) .X is qua.si-projective.

Proof. i) It is easy to show that .X is complete hyperbolic. Take distinct F1 , F2 e. X - X .

Take any sequences {lI v}~=l' {/2v}~=1 in X such that 71v ----t F1 and 72v ---t F2 in

Hol(1J, N) . Since F1 4= F2 ' there is a point p e. M such that PI(p) 4= F2(p) and Fi (p) e. N ,

i = 1,2 . Then

Therefore we have

for alllarge v. This shows that X e.-+ X is a hyperbolic imbedding.

ii) This follows from the fact that q.1(. , p) : X ---+ 4-1(X, p)( C N) with P e. M is



,finite and ~l(Xf p)(C N) is projective.

(2.14) Coro1lary. Aut(X) is finite.

This follows from Lemma (2.13) and Theorem (2.4).

Q.E.D.

As in § 1, we now consider X as a domain spaee and M as a parameter space. Note that

by Lemma (2.13) .X satisfies the eonditions put on M. Let Y C Hol( X, N) be the eonnected

component eontaining <PI(. ,p)(p E. M) . Then we have the evalutation mapping

<P2 : X x Y ---+ N .

By Corollary (2.14), Aut( Y) is finite, too. To obtain a complex analytie version of Theorem

(1.14), we first note that the topology of .X (resp. Y) ia defined by the compact-open topology

on the mapping space from M (resp. .X) into lV, and that X and Y are loeally arcwise

connected. These makes us possible to carry out the same arguments as in the prcof of Theorem

(1.14) in eompact subsets of N f where, of course, theiI injeetivity radii remain positive. We

* *endow X (resp. Y) with the pull-backed Kähler metrie ~1 (. ,p) h (resp. ~2(z, .) h) with

p E. M (resp. z E. X) ,and )( x Y with the product metrie.

(2.15) Theorem. Let 4)2:)( x Y ---+ N be a3 above. Then tP2 i8 a proper, holomorphie, totaUy

geodesie and isometrie immersion.

Remark. ..:'( is a connected eomponent of Hol( Y, lV) which contains <P2(x, •)(x E. X) . For the

composition of the holomorphic mapping p E. M ---+ ~1(' ,p) E. Y and any gE. Hol( Y, N) ia a

holomorphic mapping from },[ into N which is homotopic to <P1(x, .) : M ---+ N.

§ 3. Higher dimensional Mordell's conjecture ave! function fjelds and Ielated topics

By making use of the results obtained in § 2, we diseuss the Diophantus geometry in the

present and the next seetions. We start with the following theorem due to Manin [M] and

Grauert [G].

(3.1) Theorem (Mordell's conjedure over function fields). Let K be a function field over an

algebraically closed field k with char k = 0 . Let C be a smooth cun.re defined over K, 0/ which

gen'U3 is not less than 2 . Then either the set qK) 01 K-rational points of C i.! finite, or C is

K-isomorphic to" a curoe Co defined over k and Co(K) - CO(k) is finite.



Remark. The original conjecture over number fields was salved by G. Faltings [F2]"

In geometric terms, the above Theorem (3.1) is equivalent to the following.

(3.2) TheoreDL Let X 2...., R be a smooth fiber space over k such, that the genWJ 01 the fibers

X
t

(t E. R) is not less than 2 . Then the set E 01 rational sections u: R --; X (7r 0 U = id) is

finite, or X is isomorphie to the product R)( Xt and there are only finitely many non-eonstant
o

rational sections (non-constant mappings from R to X
t

) .
o

Related to this theorem, S. Lang [LIJ gave two conjectures.

(3.3) Conjecture. Let X --; R be an algebraic fiber space ouer ( with hyperbolic fibers X
t

. 11
the set E 0/ rational sections 01 ...Y --; R is infinite, then X --; R contains a splitting fiber

subspace.

(3..4) Conjecture. Let N be a complex projective manilold such that N is hyperbolic. Let M be
another complex projective manifold. Then there are only finitely many surjective holomorphic

mappings /rom M onto N.

For a moment we discuss the latter conjecture. Instead cf the hyperbolicity assumption on

N , Kobayashi-Dchiai [K02J assumed that N is of general type, and showed a finitenesa

theorem:

(3.5) Theorem ([K02]). Let N be a complex manifold 01 ge~ral type. Then fhere are only

finitely many surjective meromorphic mappings /rom M onto N.

It is natural to expect (cf. [K3J)

(3..6) Conjecture. A complex projective algebraic hyperbolic manifold is 01 general type.

This is true for curves, and for surfaces by Mori-Mukai [MM]; in fact, they proved that a

complex projective algebraic surface ia of general ,type if and only if it is measure-hyperbolic.

Let N be a complex projective manifold. According to the theory of Mori [Mo], if there ia

a curve ce N such that the intersection number C· KN of C and the canonical bundle KN of

lV is negative, then C is deformed to a sum of cUIves, which contains a rational curve. Thus, if

N is hyperbolic, then C· KN? 0 for all curves ce N. Making use of this fact, Horst [Hp H2J
solved Conjecture (3.4):

(3.7) Theorem ( [BI' ~]). Let N be a hyperbolic Kähler manilold and M a compIex manifold.

Then there are only finitely many surjeetive holomorphie mappings /rom M onto N.



Remark. Assuming additionally that KN earries ametrie with non-positive eurvature form,

'Noguchi [N2] proved the above finiteness theorem.

There are many finiteness theorems of various types. Cf. [51]' [52] I [I], [N5] , [EN]
and [KSW].

As for Conjecture (3.3), Noguehi first proved the following by employing the idea of Grauert

[G] :

(3.8) Theorem ( [NI] ). Let X --1 R be an algebraic smooth fiber space such that the

holomorphic tangent bundle T(..:rt ) i3 negative (T*(Xt ) is ample) for some point ta E. R .
a a

As~ume that ~ (iJ) = {u( ta); (1 E. ~} is $ariski dense in X fu . Then there is a Zariski open

neighborhood R I CR 0f ta such that X IR I ~ R I )( Xt land there are only finitely many
o

non - constant rational sections.

If T(Xt ) is negative, then X t ia hyperbolie ([K2])j but the eonverse is not true. For
a a

instance, if Ci' i = 1, 2, are smooth algebraic curves with genus ~ 2 ,then C1 )( C2 is

hyperbolie, but T( Cl )( C2) is not negative.

In general, let 1t": X -----+ R be a proper fiber space, of which general fibers are irreducible.

We call (X, 1r, R) a hyperbolic fiber space if Xt are hyperbolie eomplex spaces for all t E. R .

Assume that (X, 'iT, R) has a eompactification (X, i, 7l) ; that is, i: X --1 II is a compact

fiber space such that R is a. Zariski open subset of 1l, X = XI R and 7r1 X = Ir . Now we

consider the relative version of the nation of hyperbolie imbedding.

(3.9) Definition. Let (X, 1r, R) be a hyperbolie fiber space and (X,;T, 1l) its campaetification.

We say that ( ...Y, Ir, R) is hyperbolically imbedded into (X, i, 1l) along OR = 1l- R if for any

point t E. OR there are small neigborhoods U and V oi t in II such that V C U I V ia

relatively compaet in U and ,XI (V - OR) is hyperbolieally imbedded into XI U .

(3.10) Theorem. Let (XJ IrJ R) be a hyperbolic fiber space with a compactijication (XJ 1rJ 'R)

such that (XJ 7r, R) is hyperbolicaUy imbedded into (X, 1r, 1l) along OR. Assume that R i3

smooth and that there is a point ta E. R such that ~(ta) is Zariski dense in Xla . Then

i) there i3 a finite Galois covering ~ --1 R such that ~)(R X ~ ~ x Xt ;
o



ü) if Xt is a Köhler manifold, then X ~ R )( Xt (i.e., ~ = R) .
o 0

The assertion i) was proved by [N2]. Combining the argument of the proof of i) with

Theorem (3.7), we have ü) (see [N2, § 3]).

(3.11) Theorem. Let (X, 1r, R) be a smooth fiber space of curves with genus g? 2 and

dim R = 1 . Then there is a compactification (X, i, 1l) of (X, 1r, R) such that (X, 7r, R) is

hyperbolicaUy imbedded into (X, i, 1l) .

Combining Theorem (3.11) with Theorem (3.10), we have Theorem (3.2) in the esse of

dim R = 1 ; this is an essential case. For the proof of Theorem (3.11), see [N2, § 5] . It has been

informed to the authors that there is same incomplete part in the proof of Theorem (3.11). We

here make the point dear. Since the eonstruction of (1',;r, 7l) is Ioeal around points of OR) we

*assume that 7l = ti (the unit disc in C) and R = d (= d - {O}) . It was first showed that

*there ia a finite Galois covering S -----+ ti with covering group G such that (Xs' 1], S) is

hyperbolically imbedded into same compactification (XS I ~, B) along "E - S , where

~yS = S)( * X and 1]: XS -----+ S is the projection. The group G acta holomorphically on XS
ti

and the action extends meromorphically on XS . The point is that this extended action is not

necessarily holomorphic. Eut we proceed as follows. Consider tbe following imbedding*)

a : x ~ Xs-----+ ( ... ) g(x), ... )gE.G ~ lT Xs ClT XS '

#G #G

Note that TT XS is hyperbolically imbedded inta lT XS along "E - S . The action af G on

#G #G
~yS is transformed to the exchanges of variables cf lT Xs ' which extend holomorphically on

#G
"Y in lT XS is an analytic subspace which is

#G
XS with Y through (}. Then the quotient G\"Y

lT Xs . Put Y = a (Xs) . Then the closure

#G
invariant by the action of G. Identify

-provides the desired compactification.

Now we assume that X --!......t R is a proper smooth fiber space. Brody [H] proved that if a

fiber X
t

is hyperbolic, then there is a neighborhood U of to (with respect to the differential
o

*) "This trick was suggested by C.T.C. Wall.



topology) such thai XI U is hyperbolic, and so X
t

are hyperbolic for all t e. U. In connection

, with Theorem (3.10), it is interesting to ask

(3.12) Qnestion (Lang). Let X 2...... R be an algebraic fiber space. Then does the 8et {t e. R; Xt
i3 hyperbolic} form a Zariski open subset 0/ R ?

Lang has asked also

(3.13) Question. // (X, 'Ir, R) is a hyperbolic algebraic fiber space, then does there exist a

compactification CX, i, 1l) 0/ (X, 'Tr, R) such that (X, 7(, R) is hyperbolically imbedded inta

(X, "i, 1l) along aR?

It is also interesting to point out that Parshin [P2] gave a proof of the following theorem

due to Raynaud [R] which is based on the Kobayashi distance.

(3.14) Theorem ([R, P2])' Let XC A be a subvariety 0/ an Abelian variety A, defined over a
function field K = ((R) 0/ a curve R. // X does not contain any translation 0/ a non-trivial
Abelian subvariety, then the set X(K) 0/ K-rational points on 'X is finite modulo the (K/G:-)

trace AO.

Here it is known that there exists a unique maximal Abelian subvariety AO of A defined

over (: 1 and Ao is called the (K/{ -) trace (see [L2]).

On the hyperbolicity of a subvariety of an Abelian variety or of a complex torus we know

( [GrJ )

(3.15) Proposition. Let T be a complex torus and ...Y an analytic subspace 0/ T. Then X i3

hyperbolic i/ and only i/ X does not contain any translation 0/ a positive dimensional subtaros 0/
T.

Lately, Faltings [F3] proved a very surprising result:

(3.16) Theorem. Let A be an Abelian variety over a number field and X (A a subvariety. If ...Y

dOe3 not contain any translation 0/ a positive dimensional Abelian subvarietY1 then X contains

only jinitely many k-rational points.

Now it is interesting to recall the following conjecture of Lang:

(3.17) Conjednre. Let X be a projective algebraic variety defined over a number field k. Assume

that for some imbedding k ( (, X is hyperbolic as a complex maniJold. Then the number 0/



k-rational points 0/ X is finite.

1t is also interesting to ask (cf. [L3J)

(3.18) Que8Üon. Let X be a projective algebraic variety defintd over a number field k. Assume

that for some imbedding k C (J X is hyperbolic. Then is X hyperbolic for any other imbedding

kC ( ?

§ 4. Parshin-Arakelov-tyoe theorems

Let R be a smooth compact Riemann surface, SC R a finite set of points of 1l. and put

-
R = R - 5 . Let 9 2: 0 be an integer and M (1l., S, g) denote the set of all fiber spaces X~ II
of compact lliemann surfaces such that

i) 1r: X ----; R are smooth, where X = XI Rand 1r =;:1 X ,

ii) the genus of Xt (t E. R) are g,

iii) 1r: ..Y----; R are not locally trivial.

In the case of 5 = rjJ Parshin [P 1J , and in general Arakelov [A] proved the following theorem

which had been conjectured by Shafarevich.

(4.1) Theorem. /f g 2: 1 , then M (1l, S, 9) is finite.

The case of 9 = 1 is not difficult and was somehow already known. The case of 9 2: 2 is of

our interest. Parshin [P1J proved that the finiteness of M(Il, 5, g) (g ~ 2) implies Mordell's

conjecture over function fields (Theorem (3.1)), and observed that if the same holds over the ring

of integers of an algebraic number field, Mordell's conjecture follows. Falting's solution cf

Mordell 's conjecture was carried out along this line.

1mayoshi and Shiga [ISJ lately proved Theorem (4.1) by a purely function theoretic

method. The proof of such a finiteness theorem is, in general, divided into two parts, boundedness

and rigidity. They first proved the compactness of M(1l, 5, g) I of which proof is rather hard.

Combining our elementary result, Theorem (3.1) with their easier part of rigidity, we here give a

proof of Theorem (4.1).

Let T9 be the Teichmüller space of compact lliemann surfaces with genus 9 ~ 1 ,and 119

the Teichmüller modular group. Royden [RaJ proved that the Teichmüller distance on T
9

coincides with Kobayashi distance, so that



(4.2) T9 is complete hyperbolic.

It is known that II9 contains anormal subgroup n ~ of finite index which freely acta on T9 . By

.making use of the Torelli mappings, we have (see [N3J)

(4.3) Lemma The quotient II ~ \ T9 has a projective compactification II ~ \ T9 such that II ~ \ T9

i.s hyperbolically imbedded into TI ~ \ '['9 .

Everyelement 0 = (X1 1r1 1l:) E. M(R, S, 9) naturally defines a monodromy representation

X : '7r1(R)~ II I
o 9

which induces

I

Put 11"1 (R) I = Ker [Xa] and let R[xaJ ~ R be a finite Galois covering with group

7f1(R)/1r1(R) I . Then a naturally defines a non~onstant holomorphic mapping

Since 11"1(R) is fini tley generated, Hom(1r1(R), II9\ II ~) is fini te. Note that for distinct a,

(3 E. M(R, 5, g) with [XaJ = [X,aJ , Ja f 1{3' Therefore the prcof of Theorem (4.1) is reduced to

(4.4) Theorem. The space Hol l (R, ]] ~ \ Tg) 01 aU non-constant holomorphic mappings /rom R

into II ~ \ Tgisfinite lor g? 1 .

Proof. It follows from Theorem (2.1), (4.2) and Lemma (4.3) that Hol I (R, II ~ \ T~ isa Zariski

open subset of a compact complex space. Therefore there are only finitely many homotopy types

of 1E. Hall (R, II1\T ) . Let ~ be the unit disc in (, ~ ---+ R the universal covering and
9 9

r = 1r1(R) . Let f, 9 E. Hol l (R, II I \ T ) belong to the same connected component. Then f and
9 9

9 are mutually homotopic. \Ve claim

(4.5) f= 9·

There is a homomorphism X E. Hom(r, II~) such that



gOi = x(i) 0 9

N

for all i E. r ,where / : d ---+ T (resp. g: d ---+ T ) is a suitable lifting of / (resp. g). Ey
9 9

N

Ber's imbedding, T9 is realized as a bounded domain of {3g-3. Then fand 9 are
N

represented by (39 - 3) bounded holamorphie functions on ~. Ey Fatou's theorem, f and 9
have non-tangential boundary values at almost all points of 8a. Assume that there is a subset

N

E C OtJ. with positive measure such that / (z) f g(z) for z E. E . By the idea of the rigidity part

cf [IS] we see that for all most all z E. E , there are in E. r, n = 1, 2, ... ,and Zo E. d such

that

N

~ (/ ('7n(zO))' g( i n(zO)) ---+ + (D •

9

Since the Kobayashi hyperbolic distance ~ is invariant by holomorpmc automorphisms,
9

N N

dr (I ('7n(zO)), 9(in(zO)) = d.r (X(in) 0 f (zO), X(in) °9(ZO))
9 9

N

= tLr (/ (zO), g(zO)) < (D •

9

This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

In [F1] Faltings dealt with Parshin-Arakelov-type theorem for principally polarized

Abelian varieties. Let 1l, S and 9 be as above and A(Il, S, g) denote the set of a1l fiber spaces

A~ II such that A(= AIR) ---+ R are smooth, locally-nontrivial fiber spaces of

g-dimensional Abelian varieties At(t E. R) with principal polarizations. Faltings proved that

A{1l, S, g) forms ascheme of finite type over (. Applying Theorem (2.12), we have the following

theorem.

(4.6) Theorem ( [N, p. 32]). A{1l, 5, g) is quasi-projeetive and every eonneeted eomponent Z 0/

A{ R, S, g) is a quotient 0/ a symmetric bounded domain such that there is a proper, holomorphie,

totaUy geodesic, isometrie immersion rp: Z ---+ Sp(2g, 1/.)\Hg , where Hg is the Siegel upper-hal/



space 0 frank 9 .

From now on we call such tp a Kuga-Satak immersion. Faltings [F1] gave also a criterion

of the rigidity of an element of AfR, 5,9) . The both, rigid and non-rigid cases can happen. This

contrasts to the arithmetic case where the rigidity always holds ([F1])' His criterion was

described in terms of Hodge strueture, and was generalized by Peters [Pe] to more general Hodge

structures (see also Saitoh-Zueker [SZ] far K3--fiurfaces).

In general, let D be asymmetrie bounded domain and r CAuto(lD) an arithmetie diserete

subgroup of the identity component AutO(V) of Aut(ll) . Let 7J be a eompact Kähler manifold

and M a Zariski open subset of ]J.

Let Hollift(M, r\ID) be the space of all "liftable" holomorphic mapping f: M ---. r\D ;

that is, there are holomorphie mapping f irom the universal covering space ff of M into D

and a homomorphism X: 1rI (1\1) ----t r such that

f 0 Q= X(Q) 0 f , a e. 1r1(M)

and f induces f. If r is torsion free, then

Hollift(Af, r\Ul) = Hol(M, r\D) .

For simplicity, we assume in the sequel that r is torsion iree, but remark that the same results

hold with a slight modifieation even in the case where r contains a torsion element. We recall

the following facts:

(4.7) i)

ii)

The Bergman metric on r\1> is complete, of finite volume and has

non-positive sectional CUIvature.

r\[) is complete hyperbolic and hyperbolically imbedded into the Satake

eompactification r\ID which is projective.

For ii), cf. Kobayashi-ochiai [KO I ]. Hence we can apply the results in § 2 to Hol(M, r\V) . Let

.)( be a connected comPQnent of Hol( M, r\l» . Then X is a non-singular quasi-projective

manifold and represented by r I \[li ,where VI is asymmetrie bounded domain. Let

be the evalution mapping. Then for any p E. M



ia a Kuga-Satake immersion. Let t(D) (resp. t(f)) denote the maximum dimension of proper

(resp. r-rational) boundary components of D. Note that rank f ia constant in fE. X (cf.
Proposition (2.3)).

(4.8) Theorem. ([N3, §§ 3 and 4]). Let the notation be as above.

i) 11 rank f > t(r) for f €. X 1 X is compact.

ii) 11 rank f > t(D) for fE. X 1 then dim X = 0 .

iii) If 1JJJ ( f\D for one (anti alI) fE. X , then dim X ~ t(f) 1 where j{1'Q} denote the

closure 0/ AAl) in r\D .
iv) dim Hol(M, f\D) ~ t(D) .

Now, suppose that dim X> 0 . Let Y be the connected component of Hol(X, r\D)

containing <PI(. , p), P E. M . Then Y= r2\1>2 as in the case of X. We have the evaluation

mapping

(4.9) Theorem. Let the notation be a.s above. Then ~2 i3 a Kuga-Satake immersion.

While tbis ia just a special case of Theorem (2.15), it would be worth to state it separate1y,

as it is one of our goals in this directians. It is interesting to note that starting from any M, we

come to a Kuga-Satake immersion, provided thai the moduli has a positive dimension.

Now we eonsider the Parshin-Arakelov-type theorem for polarized algebraie K3--surfaces.

It is known thai the moduli space of polarized algebraic K3,urfaces is represented by the

quotient r\vrv of asymmetrie bounded domain DIV of type IV (cf., e.g. [SZJ):

Drv = 50( 2,19)/ SCX2) x 50(19) ,

(4.10) diID(DrV = 19 ,

t(D rv) = t(r) = 1.

Let )(....!......... M be a smooth fiber space of locally non-trivial polarized algebraic K3-surfaces,

and fE. Hollift(M, r\V) the corresponding holomorphic mapping. Sinee Hollift(M, r\ll) is a

finite sum of quasi-projective varieties,

(4.11) there are only fini tely many rigid (X, 11", M) .

Moreover,

(4.12) if rank f~ 2 ,then (X, 'X, M) is rigid.



Assume that rank f = 1 and (X, 1r, M) ia not rigid (there ia such an example). Then by

Theorems (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) the problem is reduced to investigate a Kuga-Satake immersion

where H is the upper-half plane of 4:. Saitoh-Zucker [SZ] classified all possible such «1».
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